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David Harvey Managing Director

WELCOME
Welcome to the August 2016 edition of Solutions. We hope 

that you will enjoy the range of articles from Australia 

and around the world – what better way to showcase our 

products and services and to keep you up to date with the 

latest information.

We have a number of exciting events occurring over the 

coming months. 

In August, approximately 60 staff from the Hitachi group 

companies will take part in the annual City2Surf in Sydney 

raising much needed funds to purchase equipment for our 

charity of choice the Humpty Dumpty Foundation. 

We will also see the official release of the new Hitachi 

ZAXIS-5 Series range of excavators, which will build on 

the success of the current ZAXIS-3 by offering new and 

improved engine technologies, a greater level of operator 

comfort and improvements in performance overall.

The development of our new Perth facility is now complete 

with staff who moved over in late July.

We will also progressively start to roll out the new branding 

which better aligns HCA to the global Hitachi Construction 

Machinery Co., Ltd. (HCM).

I would like to thank all staff who have undertaken our 

latest safety training and who continue to adopt our safety 

behaviours and beliefs to make our workplace even safer 

and for their support in our quest to remove all workplace 

injuries.

And of course we remain clear in our goal to achieve our 

vision of Total Customer Satisfaction with the continued 

focus on the three “C”s of our Kenkijin spirit – Customer, 

Challenge and Communication. 

I hope you enjoy this issue of Solutions.

PERTH FAC
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HITACHI INVEST TO BETTER SERVE THE FUTURE OF THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN MARKET 

HITACHI CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY (AUSTRALIA) PTY 
LTD (HCA) has expanded its property portfolio with a new 

state-of-the-art facility in Perth - to help meet the needs of 

the business in Western Australia. 

Trevor Fraser, HCA’s Facilities Manager says “HCA started 

this project at the Forestdale Business Park, in June of 

2013 being the first to purchase and move to this new 

industrial complex. The park is Located 28km South-

East of Perth, adjacent to the Tonkin Highway making it 

accessible to surrounding major industrial areas including 

Fremantle Port, Kwinana and as well as providing ease of 

access to the highways for equipment movements. It is 

also a perfect fit being within close range to both Perth City 

as well as Perth airport to provide ease of access for staff 

and customers alike.”

The land spans across an area of 104,000m2 with an 

estimated total project expenditure of $100million with the 

first of three stages having a value of almost $60million. 

“The development has been orientated into different 

building stages with Project Stage 1 scheduled for 

completion by July 2016,” said Trevor.  

The first stage comprises of workshop facilities for our 

construction, forestry and mining products including 

provision for assembly and repair, welding, track 

repairs, remanufacturing as well as paint and machine 

wash facilities with the latest of technologies being 

utilised. Also included is an 8,000m2 parts distribution 

centre; a training facility as well as office and support 

infrastructure to support the business.

“The new facility is of modern design fitted out with 

the latest design principles and building materials to 

better meet the needs of our customers overall as well 

as providing a working area attractive to our staff,” said 

Trevor. Three buildings have solar panels fitted to the 

roof with a total of 180kw of solar power to add to HCA 

environmentally friendly policies allowing all lighting and 

computer services to be operated without the need to 

rely on an external power supply during daylight hours. 

Rain water is also harvested to have the site self-

sufficient for almost all of their water needs apart from 

drinking water.

With the project spanning over 3 years since inception, 

HCA are now preparing to open the doors to customers 

to experience the facility first hand. The move from 

existing premises will be staged over the months of July 

to September allowing the business to continue to meet 

the needs of the customer base during this period with 

minimal disruption operations.

ILITY DEVELOPMENT
Above: New 

Perth office 

facility.

Left: Inside new 

reception area.
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NEWS

MARKING THE 
FOREST
HITACHI AND JOHN DEERE SHOWCASE A RANGE OF GAME CHANGER MACHINES AT 
AUSTIMBER 2016 IN LA TROBE CITY, VICTORIA 

skidder and the 853MH tracked harvester.  At the static 

site, machines featured from the John Deere 648L skidder, 

1910E forwarder, 959M feller buncher, 850J dozer, 2154D 

swing machine, 909H tracked harvester, 329E compact 

track loader and the Hitachi ZW330 wheel loader and the 

ZX250L and ZX33U-5 excavators. 

HCA proved to be a prominent exhibitor at AUSTimber 

with an impressive presence at both Pine (softwood) and 

Bluegum (hardwood) sites. The marquees were situated 

in the heart of the forest surrounded by static machines. 

The pine site marquee featured a timber decking which 

overlooked the live demonstration area and allowed 

visitors to enjoy an array of refreshments including drinks 

and lunch which were provided daily from the Lodge café 

whilst experiencing the serene atmosphere of the forest. 

As a corporate social responsibility initiative, a donation 

box for the Humpty Dumpty Foundation was positioned 

THE AUSTIMBER 2016 EXHIBITION was held on April 

15th to 16th in La Trobe City, Victoria. Held every four years, 

AUSTimber is the largest forestry and timber exhibition 

in the Southern Hemisphere, showcasing the latest in 

technology, machinery, products and services specific to 

the industry.

As the exclusive distributor of John Deere forestry 

equipment in Australia, Hitachi Construction Machinery 

(Australia) Pty Ltd (HCA) showcased its innovative and 

extensive range of Hitachi and John Deere products. 

Visitors to the ‘Forest Lodge’ were given the opportunity 

to attend the Pine and Bluegum sites, experiencing a 

unique chance to view live harvesting and processing 

demonstrations within the forest environment. 

Featured machines at the live demonstration sites included 

the John Deere 859MH tracked harvester, 1270E wheeled 

harvester, 1910E forwarder, 853M feller buncher, 948L 

Below: Hitachi and 

John Deere Forest 

Lodge at Austimber.



inside the Lodge café to help raise much needed funds for 

hospitals in need of medical equipment. A total of $400 

was raised over the two days, thanks to the generosity

of guests. 

Show bags were gifted to guests which included USB’s 

loaded with machine brochures and specifications, along 

with the ‘Forest Insight’ magazine, a cap, stickers, pencils 

and a kid’s colouring-in book to entertain guests with 

family. The simulator created a high level of attention, 

which enabled visitors to test their operating skills in a 

virtual forest. HCA and John Deere representatives offered 

onsite expertise, advice and solutions during live and static 

machine demonstrations. Including half hour ‘Timber Skills’ 

presentations hosted by Meghan Hargrave from John 

Deere. Across the road, there was a viewing area built to 

provide guests with a more comfortable option to see the 

machines close up. 

This year the event was celebrated with a unique breakfast 

event held at the ‘Forest Lodge’ on Saturday 16th April from 

7.30am onwards, guests were greeted by representatives 

on the deck in view of the forest. The early morning wake-

up call didn’t prove too difficult with over 140 guests in 

attendance. Other representatives from John Deere also 

flew in from the United States and provided their expertise 

during the walk-around highlighting the main features and 

benefits of each machine. 

Hitachi and John Deere would like to express its thanks 

to customers that made their machines and operators 

available for use during AUSTimber. These include 

Austimber Harvesting, Mountain Logging, Merrett Logging, 

Harvest Co, Moreland Logging, and L.V. Dohnt & Co.

For any enquiries relating to John Deere Forestry products, 

please contact 1300 HITACHI.
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 “THE MINING, CONSTRUCTION AND FORESTRY 
INDUSTRIES are widely recognised as presenting workers 

with activities that can potentially cause harm to an 

individual. At Hitachi Construction Machinery (Australia) 

Pty Ltd (HCA), each of us, irrespective of our position in the 

company, has a general duty of care to ensure ourselves, 

our colleagues and all those who work with us, or are 

impacted by our activities, are protected from harm. 

‘We are strongly committed to ensuring everyone returns 

home safe after work each day,” said Mr David Harvey, 

Managing Director of HCA. 

HCA’s safety program, ‘See You Tomorrow’, is a 

commitment to ensuring employees return home safely 

to their family and friends, injury free and fit for work 

the following day. Through our “See You Tomorrow” 

programme HCA aims to provide a visible connection 

between working life and home life. By emphasising the 

importance of working safely ‘See You Tomorrow’ ensures 

that we not only maintain focus on our own safe behaviour 

but the safe behaviour of our colleagues. 

‘See You Tomorrow’ is built on the foundation of HCA’s 

collaborative approach to safety because our employees 

are our greatest asset. Together as a team we strive 

every day to become a safer workplace. HCA’s success in 

safety drives us to continually improve our performance 

in workplace health and safety issues. ‘In partnership 

with our employees the ‘See You Tomorrow’ program 

continues to be an effective tool in planning for safety,” 

said Mr Harvey. 

“We intend to align both the leadership and the 

organisation, clearly detail our safety expectations, provide 

a visible leadership commitment to our employees and 

always hold ourselves accountable.” 

We have embarked on a truly exciting journey, the 

next step of our safety evolution. We have developed a 

comprehensive three tier Safety Leadership course aimed 

at empowering our employees. By providing them with the 

tools and capability to have open and frank discussion, 

thus challenging the norm when it comes to how safety is 

perceived within our organisation. This safety Leadership 

training will be rolled out to all 1000 plus employees, 

giving every employee the capability and desire to drive 

the cultural shift towards best practice safety we seek.

“The staff training is vital to the development of the 

organisation overall, safety is our number one priority at 

Hitachi and we will continue to invest in the area to ensure 

all staff members are safe at work,” said William Stuart, 

HCA’s National WHS Manager. 

“The implementation was devised to create a cultural shift 

within the organisation and influence people and their 

behaviour towards safety. Lastly we will drive the need for 

accountability towards each individual and furthering the 

safety of our employees each and every day they work 

for HCA.”

SEE YOU 
TOMORROW
HITACHI’S CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY TAKES A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO ENSURE THE SAFETY OF EVERYONE
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HITACHI CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY (AUSTRALIA) PTY 
LTD (HCA) will soon adopt the global Hitachi Construction 

Machinery Co., Ltd. (HCM) logo across its Australian 

operation. The program is being rolled out globally to align 

all the construction machinery groups as one. 

In addition, the new logo has been adopted to raise 

awareness with customers of HCA to represent our close 

affinity with Hitachi Group’s global expertise. It aims to 

provide consistency for all HCA customers wherever they 

are around the world, while not diminishing the company’s 

commitment to efficiency, reliability and durability.

The Hitachi corporate logo aims to communicate HCA’s 

key pillars of success, reliability and business solutions, 

and provides more unity and consistency with Hitachi 

Construction Machinery globally.

“This brand symbolises the merging of the Australian brand 

with our global brand, giving local customers reassurance 

of our tenured history and specialisation in the mining and 

construction machinery industries. We stand for technology 

and innovation, just like HCM and Hitachi Limited,” said Mr 

David Harvey, Managing Director of HCA.

“Over time we will continue to release the new branding 

elements across facilities, vehicles, documentation and 

marketing material to align with the global strategy.”

The Hitachi brand has 105 years of history, starting with 

the inception of the company’s first electric motor repair 

shop in Japan in 1910. Since then, the brand has grown 

exponentially in 11 different business segments and in 

particular the mining and construction machinery group. 

Hitachi is now a well respected infrastructure solutions 

company with more than 320,000 employees worldwide. 

Although more than 100 years have passed, Hitachi 

founder Namihei Odaira’s original vision to innovate still 

permeates the company today with many game-changing 

products among its achievements. 

The HCM group brand promise is built on the foundation 

of superb technological capabilities, which the Australian 

business values as a key factor to success. Thanks to 

everyone’s efforts, the company has risen to become one 

of the world’s top construction and mining machinery 

manufacturers.

Hita chi Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. (HCM) is 

headquartered in Japan with over 20,000 staff globally. 

HCM market their products worldwide through a global 

network of company owned and independent dealers.

HITACHI PREPARE TO EXECUTE A NEW REBRANDING PROGRAM THAT VALUES UNITY AND CONSISTENCY

GLOBAL REBRANDING PROGRAM 
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THE ENTRANCE TO THE CAVERNOUS WHITEWATER MARBLE QUARRY, 1,600M ABOVE SEA LEVEL



THE LARGEST WHEEL LOADER IN THE HITACHI RANGE, THE ZW550-5, HAS BEEN DELIVERED TO LASA MARMO IN 
NORTHERN ITALY. GROUND CONTROL VISITS THE IMPRESSIVE COMPANY TO ESTABLISH THE IMPORTANCE OF THE 
MACHINE IN THE LOGISTICAL PROCESS OF EXTRACTING THE PRECIOUS WHITE MARBLE FROM WHITEWATER QUARRY. 



DEEP IN THE VENOSTA valley in the German-speaking 

province of South Tyrol lies the village of Laas. In this 

picturesque location, the entrance to the cavernous 

Whitewater marble quarry – named after the waterfall 

located on the periphery of the site – is perched 1,600m 

above sea level.

The site is the area’s main source of the 400 million-year-

old metamorphic rock, commonly used for sculptures 

and building work. It is an exceptionally hard and durable 

material, which is resistant to harsh and adverse weather 

conditions. With an estimated 30 million m3 of marble 

remaining to be quarried over the next 500 years, 

Whitewater is one of the largest natural resources of its 

kind on the planet. 

THE MARBLE MOUNTAINS

Long before rock was being quarried on a large scale in 

the “marble mountains,” local people used to haul blocks 

into the valley and collect any of the valuable stone that 

fell down of its own accord. The origins of today’s marble 

industry date back to 1883. 

In 1928, Lasa Marmo was set up with capital from 

Germany, Italy and the USA, and this company is still in 

operation today. Work on the Lasa marble train began 

one year later and it started operating in 1930 to become 

Europe’s most modern means of transporting the rock 

at that time. By 1962, it was producing marble slabs for 

wall panels, flooring, stairs and steps, window seats, 

washbasins and various custom-made items. 

Lechner Marmor took over Lasa Marmo in 2008 and 

the combination of the two companies marked an 

important milestone. The new owners had invested in a 

well-managed and established firm that had the highest 

possible standards and earned an enviable reputation. 

AN ARCHITECTURAL MASTERPIECE

Lasa Marmo currently has 79 employees (22 of whom 

work in the quarry) and a 30-year lease for Whitewater and 

two other historic quarries up until 2033. The company’s 

headquarters occupies a 55,000m2 area in Laas and this 

is the final station on the unique 85-year-old railway. 

It continues to bring the high-quality, pure white marble on 

the last leg of its journey from the quarry. 

Between 2,000 and 4,500m3 of marble are quarried each 

year by Lasa Marmo, depending on the level of demand. 

The company places a strong emphasis on processing the 

raw materials in Laas. This helps it to contribute to local 

industry and the region’s artistic traditions, as well as work 

as a partner with the local authorities for the protection of 

the area’s natural beauty.

Lasa marble is still an important feature of certain 

architectural styles – especially from the neoclassical 

period – in cities such as Vienna, Munich and Berlin. 

The most famous works constructed in the marble from 

Laas include: the Helmuth von Moltke statue in Berlin; 

the Pallas Athena fountain in Vienna; the Queen Victoria 

monument (outside Buckingham Palace) in London; and 

the Heinrich Heine monument in New York. In addition, 

around 96,000 white marble crosses are located in 15 

cemeteries across Italy, France, The Netherlands, Belgium, 

“WITH LESS EMISSIONS 
AND NOISE IN SUCH 
A CONFINED SPACE, 
WE WERE AIMING 
FOR A BETTER AND 
SAFER WORKING 
ENVIRONMENT”
ERICH TSCHOLL, OPERATIONS MANAGER, LASA MARMO
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Tunisia, England and The Philippines to commemorate the 

fallen soldiers of World War II.

“Other more recent examples have seen 40,000m2 of Lasa 

marble used in the new World Trade Center Transportation 

Hub in New York and 2,000m2 in Italy’s tallest building, 

the Torre Isozaki in Milan,” explains Erich Tscholl, Lasa 

Marmo’s Operations Manager. “It makes me feel proud to 

see the photographs from our customers’ projects and how 

they use the materials in situ.

“One of our most important activities is to present our work 

in the quarry to international architects. This enables them 

to actually feel the texture of the raw material and see 

where the product comes from. They are always impressed 

with the colour and durability of the marble, and recognise 

that it can be used in everything from indoor bathrooms to 

outdoor swimming pools.”

BLOCK HANDLING

The logistical system to move the 20-tonne marble blocks 

from the bottom of the cave – 35m below the entrance 

to the site – down to Lasa Marmo’s yard is equally as 

impressive. The extraction process starts with a huge 

chainsaw (working at a rate of 4-5m2 per hour) that is 

employed to cut 2-2.5m into the bottom of the marble at 

floor level. Long holes are then drilled from the top to the 

bottom of the section to be removed. 

Some wire is then pushed into the top of these holes and 

washed down with flowing water, before being pulled 

out when it reaches the bottom. This is connected to the 

50m-long diamond wire used to cut through the marble 

(at 6-7m2 per hour) – due to its inflexibility – before being 

pulled up to the top again and on to the next hole. 

This technique is repeated across the entire column to 

ensure a clean cut and a smooth finish. When this process 

has been completed, it is pulled down carefully on to the 

floor by a large Hitachi ZX520LCH-3 excavator. An optimum 

column weighs 115 tonnes and this is cut into five or six 

blocks of up to 20 tonnes apiece – the maximum weight 

permitted for onward transportation.

A large Hitachi ZW550-5 wheel loader lifts each block from 

the cave through a series of passageways to an outdoor 

storage area. From this point, each block is hoisted on to a 

cable system, which carries it 1,300m across to the other 

side of the valley. Here it is loaded on to a small train that 

transports it 500m around the side of the mountain. 

A trolley system then takes it a further 1,000m down the 

side of the mountain, before the final leg of the journey 

with another train moving the block 600m into Lasa 

Marmo’s yard. The total transportation process takes 45 

minutes and this enables the company to move up to eight 

blocks each day.

“THE ZW550-5 
LIFTS EACH BLOCK 
FROM THE CAVE 
THROUGH A SERIES 
OF PASSAGEWAYS 
TO AN OUTDOOR 
STORAGE AREA”
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THE MAIN MACHINE

The ZW550-5 was delivered in December 2014 by local 

sub-dealer Comac. It had completed 250 hours at the 

time of Ground Control’s visit in late February and the fuel 

consumption was reported to be “brilliant” – on average 

eight litres per hour better than the previous machine!

It was supplied with a bucket and fork attachment, which 

is utilised through 80% of the machine’s operations. 

The block handler feeds the logistical process and 

therefore is highly regarded by Lasa Marmo as the main 

wheel loader in the quarry.

As this was the company’s most significant investment in 

recent times, the decision-making process was carried 

out with the specific requirements of the site in mind. 

A shortlist of three similarly sized wheel loaders was 

drawn up, including the largest Hitachi machine – thanks 

to the influence of the site manager Hans Hauser,  who had 

previously worked for another company with a fleet of 40 

Hitachi machines. 

Lasa Marmo was then able to make a direct comparison 

across five important criteria: the purchase price; after-

sales service; performance and lifting power; agility and 

manoeuvrability; and size of the machine.

Erich summarises their conclusions: “The Hitachi’s 

hydraulics were better and the traction power was stronger 

– even when travelling up the steepest hill. We spoke to 

the operator of the previous ZW550 model and carried 

out some tests with the machine, such as travelling fully 

loaded uphill. Overall, the Hitachi performed better than the 

other two brands.”

Lasa Marmo’s approach means that it doesn’t just want to 

have a supplier of equipment, but it also prefers to have a 

partner to help its business move forward. Erich explains: 

“The service we receive for our equipment from Comac is 

very important and we had heard some good reports about 

their support. In this case, the wheel loader must keep 

working, because if it stops then it costs us money. 

“The height and width of the machine were among 

the most important parts of the required specification. 

The ZW550-5 is 3.3m wide and this even had to be taken 

into consideration for the delivery to the site. With three 

tunnels to navigate en route to the entrance, we had to 

remove the cab and wheels, before fitting some smaller 

steel wheels to negotiate these ‘obstacles’ successfully.

“The DPF filter is another essential feature – with less 

emissions and noise in such a confined space, we were 

aiming for a better and safer working environment within 

the site. So, we eventually opted for the Hitachi due to 

the unbeatable combination of the quality of the product, 

strength of the after-sales support and excellent working 

relationship with the dealer.”
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“IT IS REALLY AMAZING, 
ESPECIALLY WITH THE 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 
AND ITS LIFTING 
CAPACITY”
ROLAND SPECHTENHAUSER, OPERATOR LASA MARMO

USER-FRIENDLY OPERATIONS

Roland Spechtenhauser, who has worked as an excavator 

and wheel loader operator for nine years – the last three 

of which with Lasa Marmo – has found the machine to be 

incredibly user-friendly: “It was easy to learn to operate the 

ZW550-5 and it already felt like it was part of me after only 

a few days. 

“Due to my experience with excavators, I prefer to use 

joysticks as they’re easier for me to control. The sensitivity 

of the levers is a strength of this machine – it does exactly 

what you want it to do, even to the nearest centimetre.”

Roland’s initial impressions were that the ZW550-5 had 

excellent visibility to the front and rear, including the 

view from the camera. “The monitor in the cab is perfect 

and I like how it is possible to combine the machine’s 

different functions,” he says. “I also find the availability 

of information on fuel consumption and checking routine 

maintenance procedures to be useful.”

After a few months, he found the power and performance 

of the machine to be ideal for the unique challenges of 

the site. “It is really amazing, especially with the hydraulic 

system and its lifting capacity,” he explains. “I’ve not yet 

had the need to push the machine to its full capacity, but 

so far it doesn’t flinch when lifting even the heaviest loads. 

“In fact, it can lift anything on minimum throttle, which 

means no stress for either the machine or I! There is also 

no difficulty in moving the blocks through narrow spaces or 

up the steep slopes in the cave. 

“The automatic gearshift is incredible and could be 

one of the main reasons for the low fuel consumption. 

The traction control is switched on permanently and I am 

very happy with the way that the machine handles as a 

result. This also means that there’s less wear and tear on 

the tyres.” 

The key to the success of Lasa Marmo’s Whitewater 

quarry is to keep finding high-quality materials and moving 

them efficiently to the company’s production facilities in 

the village. To achieve this goal in such a tough working 

environment, the company has to invest in the most 

reliable and safe equipment to work with. Fortunately, the 

high-performance ZW550-5 has met these requirements 

with some distinction and is already playing the lead role in 

the logistical process.
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AN ARMY OF
GREEN MACHINES

MOUNTAIN LOGGING EXPAND THEIR FLEET OF JOHN DEERE MACHINERY

TO TACKLE A STEEP EUCALYPT HARVESTING OPERATION





S
everal John Deere forestry machines have 

recently been delivered to the Gippsland 

area of Victoria including three of them to 

Mountain Logging Pty Ltd. Established in 

1999, the company specialises in steep 

country shovel and cable systems, road 

construction, silvicultural site preparation, heavy haulage 

and some log transport. 

Business owner Andrew Mahnken insists it’s enough to 

keep them busy with a long standing contract held at 

HVP Plantation Estate, situated in areas across southern 

Victoria. The total area of land managed by HVP equates 

to over 240,000 hectares. About 165,000 hectares of this 

land is pine and eucalypt plantation.

Today, Mountain Logging employs around 30 personnel, 

focusing on turnkey projects that encompass falling, 

extraction, loading and carting of both softwood and 

eucalyptus products. Andrew Mahnkem, Director of 

Mountain Logging said, “We’re unique in the sense that 

we carry out road lining, road building, harvesting and post 

logging site preparation, leaving the logged area ready for 

replanting.” 

Mountain Logging are now leading the way with the new 

arrival of the much anticipated John Deere 948L, the 

largest skidder in the new L-Series range, with operators 

already commenting on the much improved operating 

experience. 

“The full swivel seat and joystick controls removes the 

need to turn the skidder around which improves cycle 

times and productivity.

“The new CVT transmission with infinite speed and power 

control give smooth take off under load, excellent snigging 

power and effective braking when loaded downhill,” said 

Andrew. 

However Mountain Logging didn’t stop at the L-Series 

skidder, they have also welcomed to their fleet of John 

Deere machines the new M-Series 959 feller buncher. 

After taking on a steep eucalypt harvesting operation 

Andrew explains that ‘an excavator based cable grapple 

system will now be used to extract the felled trees and 

a traction assist machine from Canada will be used in 

conjunction with the 959 feller buncher which will remove 

the need for any manual felling.’ 

Since acquiring the 959M feller buncher, operators have 

been keen to comment about all the improvements but 

especially in the cabin. “The M-Series has a much bigger 

cabin, with vastly improved forward and boom side vision, 

improved lift aids in tree felling and extra hydraulic flow 

allows for the operator to be able to track, slew and fell 

without losing power,” says Andrew. 

STEEP COUNTRY SHOVEL
AND CABLE SYSTEMS

ROAD
CONSTRUCTION

SILVICULTURAL SITE 
PREPARATION

EXTRACTIONHEAVY
HAULAGE

LOG
TRANSPORT

EXPERIENCED EXPERTS IN...

FULL SWIVEL SEAT

JOYSTICK CONTROL

01 01. Inside the cabin 

of the new John 

Deere 948L log 

skidder.

02. Tackling the 

steep terrain of 

the HVP Plantation 

Estate.

03. The new John 

Deere 948L log 

skidder boosts new 

transmission with 

infinite speed and 

power control.

04. Operators 

have identified the 

improvements to the 

cabin.



“We have operated the John Deere 900 series - Waratah 

machines since 2007, and the skidders since 2008 these 

have performed extremely well. While it is still early days 

for the 909MH and 948L, I am confident that they will 

outperform the earlier machines.

“We continue to purchase these machines due to the 

proven reliability, performance, and unmatched fuel 

efficiency. The hydraulic performance and cooling is also 

far better than our previous converted excavator base 

harvesters,” said Andrew.

The John Deere M-Series tracked harvesters, tracked 

feller bunchers and L-Series skidders have been designed 

by customers, for customers, resulting in significant 

improvements in machine performance and reliability. 

“Our business involves high production in steep demanding 

areas so the operators have to ensure high utilisation of 

the equipment, as the biggest cost to a business like ours  

is downtime. All machines at some point will breakdown, 

what sets dealers and manufacturers apart is how they 

react at these critical times with parts availability and 

service backup. We have tested HCA/Deere’s ability to get 

us up and running again and I am pleased to say they met 

our expectations - this is why we continue to buy John 

Deere products, said Andrew.

“THE M-SERIES

HAS A MUCH BIGGER

CABIN WITH VASTLY

IMPROVED FORWARD

AND BOOM SIDE

VISION...”

02 03

04
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ASSEMBLING THE 

THE OPEN PIT IN THE WEST OF THE COUNTRY, where 

the temperatures are usually high more often than not, is 

now home to 7 Hitachi backhoe mining excavators with 

4 additional machines scheduled to be delivered in the 

future. The Roy Hill Project is a 55 million tonne per annum 

(Mtpa) of iron ore mining, rail and port development located 

approximately 115 kilometres north of Newman situated in 

Western Australia’s Pilbara region. Known for its world-

class, low phosphorus Marra Mamba iron ore deposit and 

classed as the only independent iron ore project within 

West Australia with majority ownership. 

The Roy Hill Mine has an initial mine life of 17 years, with 

a likely extension beyond that of 12 years. To ensure this 

is supported Roy Hill have taken delivery of their first 

machine, the EX1200-6, Hitachi’s most compact backhoe 

ROY HILL SIGN WITH HITACHI TO DELIVER 11 BACKHOE MINING EXCAVATORS TO PREPARE FOR THE MINING BEAT 
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837,000Kg, an engine rated power of 1450kW and 43m3 

backhoe bucket attached. 

Over the 17 year life of the project, 4,909Mt of material will 

be moved. This equates to an average yearly mining rate 

of 272Mtpa (dry), to produce approximately 68Mtpa (wet) 

of Run of Mine (ROM) ore feed for the processing plant. 

This makes Roy Hill one of the largest mining operations in 

the Pilbara.

100 tonne mining excavator guaranteeing exceptional 

power and force for demanding jobs, while featuring a 

low operating weight for high mobility. More recently was 

the delivery of the EX8000-6 and a second scheduled 

for the latter half of this year. The EX8000-6 is Hitachi’s 

largest standard backhoe mining excavator, guaranteeing 

the utmost power and force for incredibly demanding and 

challenging jobs. This sophisticated, powerful and efficient 

piece of machinery will complete any excavating task 

with proficiency and ease. It has an operating weight of 
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EX1200-6

EX3600-6

EX5600-6

EX8000-6

Eric Green, General Manager of Mining Sales for Hitachi 

Construction Machinery (Australia) Pty Ltd (HCA) says 

‘we look forward to supporting Roy Hill in their mining 

endeavor’s and to assist them in maintaining their leading 

role in the mining industry.’ 

The Port Hedland Port Authority has allocated the amount 

of iron ore Roy Hill can ship each year. The allocated 

amount is 55mtpa and the operating model has been 

designed to produce this amount of iron ore annually.

Roy Hill, CEO, Barry Fitzgerald said, “Roy Hill is a long-term 

operation, with a long-term outlook. We are a low-cost 

producer, with low phosphorous impurities, significant 

lump ratio, consistent quality and with approximately 

90% of Roy Hill’s quality product already under long term 

contracts. Roy Hill will deliver considerable benefits to the 

Western Australian and Australian economies for many 

years to come.”  

01. EX8000-6 left 

side engine module, 

one of two ready to 

truck to side.

02. EX8000-6 

boom attachment 

being prepared for 

transport to site.

03. EX8000-6 main 

frame, with snake 

pit in preparation for 

transport.

04. In Welshpool, 

Perth Assembly area.

01 02

03

04



Fleet Management System

Setting the highest standard of mining excellence with Hitachi’s ultra-class hydraulic excavators and electric drive 
mining trucks engineered to maximise the productivity of mining operations. The latest low emission engines with both 
Cummins and MTU engine options in trucks, matched to the excavators more efficient hydraulic system performance.

Our flagship duo delivers mine sites with the best load and haul fleet performance for the lowest cost on the market, 
the most powerful combination yet.   

HARNESS THE 
POWER OF AN 
UNRIVALLED 
PARTNERSHIP

THE HITACHI EH5000AC-3 MINING TRUCK AND EX8000-6 BACKHOE EXCAVATOR



FIRST HITACHI ZW370-5 WHEEL LOADER IN AUSTRALIA DELIVERED TO HILLVIEW QUARRIES 

THE QUARRYING VET



TERANS 



HILLVIEW QUARRIES is an independently owned and 

operated quarry located in Dromana on the Mornington 

Peninsula of Victoria. This business has recently taken 

delivery of a new Hitachi ZW370-5 wheel loader, after 

the series was first launched in September 2015 on the 

Sunshine coast in Queensland.

Acquiring the new dash 5 was a vital move in order for 

the Quarry to remain progressive with modern technology. 

According to Quarry Manager Daniel Moait, “We load 

everything with the wheel loader now, it is a part of our 

operation. The Hitachi ZW370-5 speeds up the process 

considerably and the size of this machine has proved a 

perfect fit for us.”

The reliability of the Hitachi brand was a key factor in 

the purchase decision for Hillview Quarries, who begun 

using Hitachi construction equipment in 2013, when the 

company purchased a Hitachi ZX350LCH excavator which 

now has more than 5,000 working hours on the clock. 

Paul Nitas, CEO of Hillview Quarries says the wheel loader 

is a credit to the Hitachi brand, “Ever since we took 

delivery of our first Hitachi excavator, it was unbelievable 

to have such a high level of reliability, averaging 99% 

availability.” 

Now with the new ZW370-5 wheel loader, Hillview Quarries 

are putting the machine to the test. Equipped with a 15.68 

litre six-cylinder water-cooled turbo engine that enables a 

powerful digging performance, impressive travel speeds 

and a reduction in fuel consumption of up to 10%. “Our 

operators have found it easier to manoeuvre than previous 

models, it has a new clutch cut-off system to control the 

timing of the clutch for smooth operation when loading, 

regardless of the terrain,” said Paul. 

Comfort and safety have been enhanced by the spacious 

cab, air conditioning and sound insulation, and greater 

visibility due to the pillar-less windshield and large sun 

visor. The new ZW370-5 wheel loader is also easy to 

01

01. Hillview Quarries 

staff pictured 

with HCA visitors 

to complete the 

handover of the first 

Hitachi ZW370-5 

wheel loader.



maintain to ensure maximum availability, with easily 

accessible greasing points, oil levels and fuel filters.

Equipped with a 6.2m3 bucket capacity, it will load more 

than 2,000 tonnes of materials per day, working from 6am 

to 4.30pm, five days a week. Approximately 80% of the 

materials are delivered to customers working on road and 

other general construction sites within a 60km radius of 

the site.

“My personal opinion is that if it’s Hitachi, it will look after 

itself. The engineering is so good, especially in comparison 

to other brands, with regard to the reliability and build 

quality,” said Paul. 

“The reliability of these machines in quarry applications is 

very important, the loader was a little unknown however 

when we were able to trial the loader onsite for the week, 

the feedback from our operators agreed it outperformed 

its competitors. The competitive price also helped with 

our decision, including the incredible service to which we 

received from our Sales Representative, Wesley Don and 

the team at Dandenong.

“From our initial request to the  quotation phase, through 

to onsite trialling and final delivery which included Senior 

Management strongly supporting their product and staff, 

to ensure it was a memorable experience for all. It’s the 

best understanding & delivery of customer service I have 

experienced in the last 30 years within this industry,” 

said Paul. 

Apart from a long-standing business relationship, Hillview 

Quarries and HCA share similar values in business 

etiquette. Owned by the R E Ross Trust, Hillview have a 

long-standing reputation within the industry since opening 

in 1969. The company prides themselves on distributing 

all of the profits made to various charities, educational & 

environmental projects throughout Victoria.

02 03

02. Wesley Don, HCA 

Sales Representative 

inducting the staff at 

Hillview Quarries.

03. From left: Paul 

Nitas, CEO for 

Hillview Quarries and 

Mutsumi Kitai, HCA 

Deputy Manager 

Director.



DELTA GROUP have raised their company scale from big 

to massive, with a recent order of 26 Hitachi excavators to 

their already large fleet of Hitachi equipment. 

The army of machines will tackle several projects over 

the next 12 months across Australia. General Manager for 

Recycling, Purchasing, Transport and Logistics, Dominic 

Santullo says ‘Delta choose the Hitachi brand because of 

the proven reliability, power, performance and comfort to 

our operators that the machines ensure.’

Commencing trading as Delta Demolitions in 1984, 

the company initially operating out of Melbourne, 

expansion led the company to open offices in New South 

Wales, Australian Capital Territory, Western Australia 

and Queensland. It now specialises across a number 

of industry divisions encompassing civil construction, 

demolition, recycling and equipment hire. From an industry 

leader in delicate demolition projects, the company has 

broadened its scope to incorporate Delta Rent, CMA 

Contracting (recycling), Delta Recycling, Whelan the 

Wrecker (demolition/excavation) and Streetscapes (civil 

construction) to deliver comprehensive solutions. 

The continual investment in Delta’s workforce and 

equipment has supported the company’s ability to take on 

major projects across Australia such as Brisbane Casino 

Tower in Queensland, Leichardt Green & BHP HBI Plant 

in New South Wales, Toorak Park, Monash University and 

Amcor in Victoria. 

The acquired fleet of Hitachi machines are commanding a 

prominent position on the Delta force. “Our fleet of Hitachi 

excavators account for 85% of the Delta Group’s total 

fleet,” said Dominic. 

A number of Hitachi excavators operated on the contract 

at the former site of Melbourne’s Royal Dental Hospital 

in Parkville where the construction of a $1 billion 

facility is currently in progress as part of the Victorian 

Comprehensive Cancer Centre (VCCC) project, with a 

completion date nearing to the end of next year. This new 

site will be home to the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre 

and will also feature new cancer research and clinical 

services for Melbourne Health and The University of 

Melbourne. The project will aim to accelerate the discovery 

of new cancer treatments and drive the next generation 

of cancer research, education, treatment and care in 

association with leading cancer specialists.

Due to the nature of Delta’s projects with tight schedules 

and the demand for productive machinery, Mr. Santullo 

HITACHI RECENTLY DELIVER A HERD 
OF EXCAVATORS TO SUPPORT DELTA 
GROUP’S EXPONENTIAL GROWTH DELTA DOMINATION

01. From left: 

Sam Scata, HCA 

Southern Regional 

General Manager, 

Mathew McCarthy, 

HCA State Sales 

Manager and 

Wesley Don, 

HCA Sales 

Representative.
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says ‘Power, comfort and fuel efficiency are really 

impressive features of our Hitachi excavator fleet. 

These machines assist us in achieving high production 

levels as well as reliability on site.’

Hitachi excavators are being engaged by Delta 

for demolition applications, civil construction and 

landscaping, bulk earthworks, contract crushing and 

recycling, as well as for the purpose of heavy equipment 

rental. “Overall, the performance of the machines is very 

good,” indicated Mr. Santullo. “Whenever we experience 

issues with our Hitachi machines, the support staff 

around the country are fantastic and work very hard to 

have us up and running again,” he said.

“Our relationship with Hitachi Construction Machinery 

Australia has been long standing, and over the years 

continues to grow stronger as we work together in 

supporting our business needs in Australia and across 

all our divisions,” he said. Delta is known for its large 

Hitachi Fleet and we are very proud to support this 

product. Delta would like to thank all the Hitachi 

Employees and support we receive across the states, 

and look forward in continuing this relationship for many 

years to come.

MACHINES26 DELIVERED
ZX135US-3 (DB)
(13 TONNE)

ZX330LC-3 (DB)
(35 TONNE)

ZX350LCH-3
(35 TONNE)

ZX470LCH-3
(45-47 TONNE)

ZX225USLC-3 (DB)
(20-21 TONNE)

ZX200LC-3
(20-21 TONNE)
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES CONTINUE TO DRIVE THE SUCCESS 

of companies in the construction arena. One company that 

has embraced emerging trends and product innovation 

is Urban Earthmoving (QLD) Pty Ltd, a specialist in the 

earthmoving game with services spanning across both 

demolition and construction projects.

Starting out in 2007, Brisbane-based Urban Earthmoving 

is responsible for many of Queensland’s major demolitions 

and earthmoving constructions. Vince Cubito, Director of 

Urban Earthmoving said “Starting out in 2007 with my first 

second hand 3 tonne combo, I worked towards looking for 

and maintaining a stable client base and just concentrating 

on superior service. Wanting to give them more, I moved to 

dry hiring excavators to be able to start adding demolition 

to my services but still without any other employees for 

the first 3 years of business. Once I had enough money, 

I bought my first second hand 135-1 (which I still have 

and is still out working with nearly 10,000 hrs) to help me 

demolish and bulk excavate.”

Utilising advanced technology with minimal environmental 

impact, Urban Earthmoving maintains a fleet of 

earthmoving and specialised construction equipment, 

which forms part of their unique formula in transforming 

their clients’ visions into reality when it comes to their 

projects. Their recent investment and new additions to the 

fleet include the Hitachi ZX135, ZX330LC, ZX225LC-5 and 

most recently a ZX135US-5 excavator. Urban now hold a 

portfolio of four new excavators along with their existing 

fleet of the ZX50U-3, ZX135US-1, ZX225US-3, ZX330LC-3 

and ZX470LCH-3 of Hitachi machines and assures that 

number will continue to grow. “The smoothness and speed 

of the equipment, especially our 225 which is my favourite. 

It’s a combination of things but the stand out benefit would 

have to be the fuel economy and resale value,” he said. 

BRISBANE EARTHMOVING GIANT WELCOME THE ARRIVAL THIS YEAR OF FOUR NEW HITACHI EXCAVATOR’S
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Vince relies heavily on the quality of Hitachi machines to 

get the job done, “Our Hitachi machines do a variety of 

work from general works with plumbers and concreters 

to our larger excavators running a variety of attachments 

such as 50,000 pound Auger drives drilling 15 meters deep 

as well as Rock Breakers and Hydraulic grabs. The huge 

flow rates these machines offer work very well with our 

attachments,” he said. 

Striving to meet customer satisfaction and go the extra 

mile, Vince comments ‘the machines are very reliable and 

reputable and I think customers know that also. Our gear 

never stops throughout the year so it’s great to be able to 

run them trouble free for so long.’

“We are working within a number of high rise 

developments in the Brisbane area as well as new sub 

divisions, shopping centres and infrastructure works.

“I believe in strong business relationships, I’ve always 

trusted my Hitachi representative, Ross Anderson and I 

look forward to further business dealings in the future.” 

01. Vince Cubito, 

Director of Urban 

Earthmoving onsite 

with one of his new 

Hitachi excavators.
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CRUSHING DYNAMICS ARE JUST GETTING WARMED UP WITH THE 
DELIVERY OF TWO HITACHI ZW310-5 WHEEL LOADER MACHINES





RECENTLY FOUNDED IN 2014, CRUSHING DYNAMICS 

was brought to life by two individuals who put their best 

qualities together to build something great.  After many 

months of renting machinery to get the business off the 

ground, they’ve since celebrated the delivery of two Hitachi 

ZW310-5 wheel loaders to assist in the ever-growing work 

load they are facing. The company has grown substantially 

since 2014 with a total of 10 employees after only starting 

with 3, moving approximately 3-4000 tonnes gross daily 

of loads. Both machines have been fitted with large 4.5m3 

heavy duty general purpose buckets, standard on this 

size machine. Accuracy is crucial to Crushing Dynamics, 

so digital weight scales (with the ability to enter different 

products) and printers have been fitted to both machines.  

With safety in mind, fire extinguishers, rotating beacons 

and UHF radios are also utilised. 

Crushing Dynamics Co-Director Peter Murray, originated 

from Ireland and traditionally ran with Hitachi excavators 

with his first purchase, the EX100, when he was just 18 

years old. “I was always happy with the performance of 

the machines which led me to continue the relationship 

with Hitachi products when I relocated to Australia,” he 

commented. 

After meeting his business partner Richard Warfield, who 

shared the same desire to fill a gap they identified in the 

industry, “Richard’s network and ability to sell and my 

ability to manufacture and crush gave us a good basis 

for our company to take on the crushing industry,” Peter 

said. Richard also heads up the subsidiary company Earth 

Exchange, which is the largest buyer and seller of dirt in 

Sydney to date. 

Operating 6 days per week out of a high-profile site 

in Wetherill Park, Sydney the ZW310-5’s are regularly 

put to the test.  The site is authorised to take up to 

200,000 tonnes of batching plant spoils at any one 

time (classified EPA CT1 material) – the incoming earth 

is then remanufactured into saleable products and 

resold.  Aggregate products include 7mm (bedding and 

haunch sand), 10mm, 20mm (DGB20 roadbase), 40-70, 

and 100mm, amongst others. Crushing and screening 

machinery on-site includes Tesab, Pegson & Keestrack. 

On average Crushing Dynamics process 2,000 tonnes of 

earth per day (1,000 tonnes in & 1,000 tonnes out) and 

they aim to undertake 300 truck movements per day.

In addition to this, Crushing Dynamics are completing 

projects across Sydney with their new machinery, holding 

contracts with well-established customers such as 

Billbergia, Rocla and Earthworx. Peter says ‘it’s imperative 

that the wheel loaders are reliable above all else, to 

ensure the job is completed within the contracted time-

frame.’  

Having test drove both the ZW310-5 and the size below 

(ZW250-5; 4m3 bucket) it was decided that the larger 

machine was perfect for the job, taking delivery of the 

first machine in September 2015. 

Several features of the ZW310-5 including its world-

class safety rating and 360° panoramic view from 

the spacious cab were among the reasons Crushing 

Dynamics considered Hitachi as their first choice. 

“The all-round visibility and low-noise performance of 

Below: Richard 

Warfield and Peter 

Murray both Co-

Directors of Crushing 

Dynamics pictured 

with staff and Joe 

Culmone, General 

Manager at ECORR.



Hitachi wheel loaders makes them stand out from their 

competition. They offer a comfortable working environment 

for operators which is very important to us, and a highly 

reliable and efficient operation for challenging quarrying 

environments,” Peter said.

Designed and engineered to meet the demands of the 

Australian market, the new model offers advanced 

performance without compromising on efficiency, thanks 

to low levels of fuel consumption and Peter tends to agree.  

“They are highly fuel efficient, with an automatic gear shift 

which makes for positive productivity and very easy to use. 

Fast on the ground and extremely comfortable to drive with 

good torque on power.” 

Using market-leading technology in Japan, the ZW310-5

has been developed with the environment, operator 

comfort and safety in mind. Ideal for a wide range of 

mining and quarrying applications, the large wheel loader 

is extremely versatile and offers exceptional reliability. 

Crushing Dynamics regular operator of the wheel loaders, 

Johnny comments that they are ‘just as comfortable to sit 

in as it would be in his lounge room on a Sunday afternoon 

watching the footy.’

“I knew the Hitachi excavators were great machines, 

then when Hitachi came to the table when we needed 

support to get our business up and running we knew we’d 

established a strong working relationship. The key thing is 

that Hitachi backed us and Richard and I were happy with 

that. Hitachi Construction Machinery Australia tailored the 

package to our needs and that for us speaks a thousand 

words,” said Peter. 

“THEY ARE HIGHLY FUEL EFFICIENT, WITH AN AUTOMATIC GEAR SHIFT 
WHICH MAKES FOR POSITIVE PRODUCTIVITY AND VERY EASY TO USE. 

FAST ON THE GROUND AND EXTREMELY COMFORTABLE TO DRIVE WITH 
GOOD TORQUE ON POWER.” 



JONES FOREST MANAGEMENT ADD ANOTHER JOHN DEERE GEM TO THEIR FLEET 

D E E R E  R A M P S  U P  I N  T H E  F O R E S T



AFTER ATTENDING FORESTRY’S FLAGSHIP EVENT, 
AUSTIMBER – Luke Jones, Director at Jones Forest 

Management decided to add the John Deere 2154D swing 

machine fitted with a Waratah 622c to his existing fleet of 

Hitachi and John Deere machines. Recently delivered on 

site in North West Tasmania, feedback is that it’s ‘working 

very well, head and base are a great combination and a 

perfect addition to the fleet.’

Luke has worked in the forestry industry for the past 20 

years, making his start in his father’s business in 1996 

before Luke and is wife Belinda established their own 

company in 2006.

With operations from one end of the eastern sea board to 

the other, the two operations are around 4,000km apart. 

One operation in far Queensland and the other in the North 

West region of Tasmania, providing a full range of services 

to the timber industry including site preparation, timber 

harvesting and timber haulage. To assist in his operations, 

Luke has now acquired a Hitachi ZX270 used as a log 

loader, a John Deere 1710 & 1910 forwarder and recently 

the John Deere 2154D. 

The 2154D is the entry level swing machines, with an 

operating weight of 26.6 tonnes. This machine offers 

strong boom tower arrangement, thick base plates, 

additional welding and strengthening in known critical 

areas, and large diameter swing bearings making the 

2154D extremely durable. Incorporating revolutionary 

technology purpose-built to perform in the harshest of 

environments, the 2154D swing machine boasts a robust 

structure designed to suit a variety of forestry applications. 

“I’ve been a fan of the John Deere brand for a very long 

time, and when I found out about this machine, the build 

quality coupled with back up service that Hitachi provides 

– I knew I couldn’t go wrong,” said Luke. 

Thousands of test hours in dense woods have evolved 

some seriously tough traits in the new 2154D Forestry 

Swing Machine. Three work modes, a powerful swing 

system, improved horsepower, and a new hydraulic system 

promise one versatile loader. As log loaders or shovel 

loggers, road builders, processor/harvesters, or stroke 

delimber carriers, D-Series Forestry Swing Machines prove 

anything less is really just prey.

“The machine is used in the forestry sector for harvesting 

the timber, forwarding to the landing and loading onto the 

log trucks for delivery to the mill,” said Luke. 

“The machine is performing and meeting all expectations, 

it’s very quiet, stable and economical to run, the operator 

is very comfortable and enjoys being in the machine. 

The power and performance of the John Deere engine 

provide ample hydraulic power.

“One of the main benefit of the machines is the John 

Deere engines and their performance and fuel efficiency. 

The JDLink is also a huge benefit, it allows me to monitor 

the machine from anywhere via internet access,” he said.

The factory purpose built side-entry cab with integral 

vertical bars and polycarbonate windows, meet safety 

requirements for forestry applications whilst maximising 

visibility. Climate control is available with side-entry cabs, 

to ensure operator comfort.



To complement great forward visibility, sight lines have 

been verified using 3-D modelling to maximise worksite 

visibility.

Joystick controls and accessory switches are within 

easy reach for your operator’s convenience and safety. 

“The visibility is great, particularly from the side windows,” 

indicated Luke.

“The cab was also a key selling point for us. I would say 

it is the best cab on the market. The machine has a great 

track-set-up with ideal ground clearance and is nice to 

operate.”

Luke has had a long standing relationship with Hitachi, 

“I’m always provided with product pricing promptly 

and machine options, specifications and information 

is delivered in a confident and professional manner. 

I really like the fact that we can deal with one company 

throughout all of my operations and are provided with 

great support and backup by the workshop and spare 

parts,” he said. 
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01. From left: Luke 

Jones, Director 

for Jones Forest 

Managment with 

local HCA Sales 

Representative, 

Clinton Dean during 

the handover.



“THE CAB WAS ALSO A 
KEY SELLING POINT FOR 
US. I WOULD SAY IT IS 
THE BEST CAB ON THE 
MARKET. THE MACHINE 
HAS A GREAT TRACK-SET-
UP WITH IDEAL GROUND 
CLEARANCE AND IS NICE 
TO OPERATE.”



PRIMARILY SERVICING THE LANDSCAPING INDUSTRY 

for over 9 years now, business partners Allen Ryan and 

Brad Hagen pride themselves on completing job sites 

within road construction, silvicultural, site preparation, 

heavy haulage and some log transport. Horizon West 

Landscape Constructions has been opened for business 

for over 30 years with combined experience in project 

management and the construction of built environments. 

As specialists in commercial landscape construction, the 

company has extensive experience delivering services in 

broad acre public spaces, private residential, commercial, 

industrial, property development, parks, Government, civic 

centres, marine and streetscapes. 

“We build parks in new subdivisions for housing which is 

approximately 90% of what we do. We work for developers 

through an architect, who design the park and then we’re 

left to create it. From the swings, to the plants, to the 

paths, all is conducted by Horizon West. We make the 

subdivisions look good by creating nice environments for 

new home owners. The parks help sell the land and also 

creates a nice open space for the public to spend with their 

families,” said Brad, Co-Director/Owner of Horizon West.

Now with an eight year long standing relationship with 

Hitachi, Brad affirms that it’s not only credit to the ‘quality 

of the machines, but also the relationship they’ve built with 

Hitachi Sales Representative Leigh Esplan ‘who is now 

more a mate than anything.” 

“We had other brands before Hitachi and found the service 

wasn’t there, we then purchased a 3 tonne off Hitachi and 

were well looked after and both agreed the brand was 

good. Through consistent great service and products, 8 

LANDSCAPING SPECIAL ISTS RELY ON H ITACHI  AND JOHN DEERE MACHINERY TO GET THE JOB DONE

CREATING LIFESTYLES IN THE WEST
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years down the track we have a fleet of Hitachi and John 

Deere machines. We now own Hitachi ZX17U-2, ZX33U-5, 

ZX120-3, ZX48U-5 and just recently received a new 

ZW180-5 wheel loader which has already clocked up 300 

hours. We also run a John Deere 319E and 333E track 

loader. 

“The machinery is performing excellent, Hitachi’s versatility 

helps to make my job easier as we can use a variety of 

different attachments to make our job more efficient. 

From a Harley rake for spreading our mulch, to the thumb 

on our ZX120 + ZX48U-5 for helping of the removal of 

trees and placing of rocks, it gives us the control to get the 

job done.

“We have just started a job where we’re building a 

mini golf course, biggest income and size related job. 

High profile, West of Perth CBD, 5 months contract full time 

work. Majority of our fleet is on site to get the development 

completed on time. This is the first mini golf course we 

have built, so it should be quite fun coupled with a lot of 

challenges as the build goes on. 

“With Hitachi Construction Machinery Australia we have 

the option to finance coupled with great incentives and 

low interest rates, it makes it more achievable to expand 

our business and project scope. We keep majority of our 

fleet for 3 years and couple them with service contracts 

for peace of mind. We keep the machines for the warranty 

period then trade them in for the best return on investment. 

This also allows us to keep our fleet consistently up to date 

with the latest machine technology,” said Allen.  
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THE POWERFUL ZAXIS-5 SERIES IS WELCOMED BY YATCON CIVIL AFTER TAKING 
DELIVERY OF FOUR NEW MODEL EXCAVATORS 

DELIVERING 
HITACHI’S 
PRODUCTIVITY 
WORKHORSE



YATCON CIVIL AND HITACHI CONSTRUCTION 
MACHINERY (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD (HCA) continue 

to work together to grow their existing fleet of Hitachi 

equipment to service the developing areas within the 

Illawarra region on the south coast after taking delivery 

of six new Hitachi ZAXIS-5 excavators from 4 tonne to 35 

tonne. The locally owned civil construction company is 

based in Albion Park Rail with 47 permanent employees 

and several contractors who complete projects in the 

Shellharbour, Kiama, Shoalhaven and Wollongong 

City Council areas. Peter Yates, Owner and Director of 

Yatcon Civil says “the company prides themselves on 

specialising in the safe and efficient construction of all 

aspects of residential subdivisions, sewer and water main 

infrastructure, as well as large scale quarry works.”

Completing million dollar projects over the last 5 years, 

recently including a number of sub-divisions at Tullimbar, 

Mount Terry and Kiama with roads, drainage and Sydney 

Water assets built over vacant land. Their previous ZX-3 

excavators have been put to the test. “We know Hitachi 

make a tough, hardy machine with most machines 

obtaining 11,000 plus hours prior to upgrading to the new 

Hitachi ZX-5 excavators. Reliability, price and availability 

of parts, which generally are next day delivery, are also 

key factors in our brand loyalty,” said Peter.  

“Yatcon Civil complete all subdivision tasks in house, from 

concreting to drainage to road construction. We also have 

access to materials due to our relationship with Holcim, 

our major quarrying, where we move approximately 

200,000 tonne per month with 110T excavator as the 

main load out tool.”



brands which run side by side with the Hitachi ZX135-5

and ZX-3 machine and all operators rate the Hitachi 

machine above its competitors. The operator of the Hitachi 

ZX135-5 at Yatcon Civil says, “It is very stable, powerful 

and offers more capacity. This is the machine’s first job 

and it’s been useful to test it with different attachments, 

such as the hammer, which is only required occasionally 

to break up rock. The monitor is also useful for checking 

information and the rear-view camera is ideal. Not to 

mention the low fuel consumption and smoothness of 

operation.”

“We have 5 sub divisions in the local area under 

construction with approximately 250 lots to be completed 

before March 2017, so we’re very much looking forward to 

seeing these machines perform,” said Peter.

Yatcon Civil has a good relationship with Hitachi 

Construction machinery, in particular with Andrew 

Sturgeon, HCA’s Southern Regional Sales Representative in 

New South Wales. During the purchasing of the machines 

good trade values were given and the deals were made. 

“Andrew ensured we were given the opportunity by Hitachi 

Yatcon Civil places OH&S Regulations as a priority and 

implementation of controls is paramount on all Yatcon 

Civils’ construction sites. “The projects we’ve completed 

in the past 5 years have been in environmentally sensitive 

areas so the equipment used is to a high standard and 

is all the latest model machinery. We know Hitachi’s 

machinery are engineered with the operator’s safety a 

number one priority,” said Peter.  

Additionally, during the assembly process of the excavator 

fleet, wireless monitoring cameras were utilised to 

precisely align the lower and upper structures of the 

machines. In doing so, personnel were kept at a safe 

distance from the lift zone area, eliminating potential harm. 

“The machines are all running well, with minimal down 

time. All operators of the machines are commenting on 

how smooth and fuel efficient the machines are. The new 

computer systems which run through the monitor of the 

ZX-5 machines are superior to other comparable makes on 

the market,” he said. 

In the 13T class, Yatcon Civil has 2 of the other leading 
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to field test a new 200LC proto-type machine which is 

performing very well at the present moment,” said Peter

Peter’s strategy is to utilise relatively new machinery and 

so the fleet is updated from the authorised HCA dealer in 

Sydney, after each model reaches approximately 6,000 - 

7,000 working hours. “This is especially the case for the 

latest generation of Zaxis excavators,” says Peter, “which 

have comparatively low fuel consumption and lower overall 

running costs.”

“The team at Hitachi do a great job, especially as they go 

out of their way to help us when the need arises. It’s about 

the whole package, with many things contributing to the 

success of our Hitachi machinery,” he said.

“The new excavators are working well together and 

they have proved to be a strong combination for this job. 

They can operate in restricted areas and there is enough 

power when we need it. We are also able to take care not 

to damage our immediate working environment. I can 

guarantee, when purchasing new machinery - Hitachi 

will be the first port of call for any future acquisitions of 

machinery.”
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OBESESSING OVER THE 
ZAXIS-5 SERIES EXCAVATORS
POWER, COMFORT, EFFICIENCY, AND PRODUCTIVITY ENCOMPASS THE NEW RANGE OF HITACHI ZX-5 EXCAVATORS 
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HITACHI CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY (AUSTRALIA) PTY 
LTD (HCA) announces the launch of the ZAXIS-5 series 

excavators, the result of thousands of hours invested 

into new benchmarks in power, efficiency, reliability and 

superior operator comfort leading to improved productivity. 

After many years of ongoing customer engagement and 

confirming the changing market needs, the ZX-5 series 

development is one borne of sheer perseverance to 

build simply better machinery, the result is heralded as a 

productivity workhorse.

A part of the global and diversified Hitachi Group, HCA is 

known for delivering high-quality sales, service and parts 

support to customers across industries such as mining, 

quarry, construction, forestry, material handling and 

recycling. They are the exclusive distributor of Hitachi, Bell 

and John Deere equipment in Australia.

Hitachi boasts an unmatched reputation in providing highly 

sophisticated excavators with high performance, efficiency, 

and durability. The new ZX-5 range comprises of a series 

of 19 excavator variants in total, designed to maximise 

performance, operator comfort, efficiency, reliability and 

overall productivity.

Beginning at the nimble end of the series is the ZX130 with 

an engine rating of 73.4kW and operating weight of up to 

14,500kg. At the higher end of the scale is the giant ZX890 

model with an engine rating of 377kW and operating 

weight of 85,100kg. Additional models include the ZX140W 

and ZX170W wheeled and ZH210LC hybrid excavators.

Frank Gili, General Manager of Sales (Construction & 

Forestry) from HCA says ‘the machines deliver a number of 

highly refined features, based on market needs, which are 

a testimony to the perseverance of development, testing 

and refinement.’

“Equipped with the innovative TRIAS or redesigned HIOS 

III hydraulic systems, the ZX-5 series will provide higher 

yields with better fuel consumption compared to the 

previous model. The result is simply lower fuel costs, with 

no compromise on productivity, which over time makes a 

big difference to total cost of ownership.

“In developing the innovative TRIAS system our 

engineers, based on feedback from our customers, fully 

understood the importance of improved efficiency without 

compromising productivity. This is where the new TRIAS 

3-pump 3-valve hydraulic system comes into its own.

LOWER EMISSIONS

FURTHER REDUCTION 
 OF FUEL CONSUMPTION

REDUCED HYDRAULIC
LOSS

IMPROVED SAFETY
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“Engineers put additional emphasis into the chassis 

design, including reinforcing it with strengthening brackets 

to ensure these are the most durable series yet.

“As far as maintenance goes, all areas for inspection and 

service are now more accessible than before, which is just 

clever thinking.”

Right up there in the range of improvements, is the high 

levels of operator comfort the series now boasts.

“The seat and console can now slide further back, offering 

expanded leg space and a more comfortable working 

environment for the operator. The console on the right side 

has been ergonomically redesigned. The new heated air 

suspension seat is perfectly suited for colder temperatures 

and minimises operator fatigue by absorbing vibration 

during operation. And finally, to ensure easy access to 

information, a large multi-function LCD monitor screen has 

been added providing all necessary data, viewed in bright 

sunlight or darkness. This is seriously impressive stuff for 

the operator and it’s all about their relationship with the 

machine,” said Frank.

Highlighting the benefits of the new ZX-5 range of 

excavators, Hitachi National Product Manager - Wheel 

Loader & Excavators, Hiroyuki Mitsuyoshi stated, “The new 

ZX-5 range delivers performance, efficiency, reliability and 

comfort. We recognise that fleet owners require high-

quality, efficient machines that can work effectively, even 

in challenging conditions. We also realise that operators 

need a safer, user-friendly work space, and a machine 

that can respond to their skills with speed and precision. 

Therefore to achieve a satisfying result, on time, on budget 

and to a high standard, we have aimed to maximise 

availability of the new ZX-5 series with easy maintenance 

features and after-sales service.”

From a global perspective the new range was created 

by a team of expert engineers at the Design Centre at 

Hitachi Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. (HCM) in Japan. 

Yusuke Kajita, General Manager of HCM’s Construction 

Equipment Development Centre, says “We develop new 

machines, concepts and specifications in accordance with 

customer and market requirements. The Australian market 

demands power, comfort, efficiency and controllability, and 

I believe that the ZX-5 is even more suitable to Australian 

requirements than the ZX-3. The ZX-5 has better fuel 

efficiency, without compromising power, lower noise levels 

and excellent comfort.”

The powerful new-generation Isuzu engine delivers higher 

productivity with greater fuel efficiency. The auto shutdown 

and auto idle features prevent fuel wastage and reduce 

noise levels, exhaust emissions and CO².

The new range of ZX-5 excavator machines both 

incorporate an attachment support system, which 
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* Available on the 20t - 35t range only

COMBINED OPERATION CIRCUIT

NEW ZAXIS*
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CONVENTIONAL ZAXIS

THE NEW HYDRAULIC SYSTEM (TRIAS) IS EQUIPPED WITH THREE PUMPS THAT 
SUPPLY AN ADEQUATE AMOUNT OF PRESSURISED OIL TO EACH ACTUATOR,  

RESULTING IN HIGH HYDRAULIC EFFICIENCY AS WELL AS LOW FUEL 
CONSUMPTION.

Right: New 

monitor inside 

one of the ZX-5 

excavators.
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highlights their versatility. The system has 11 modes that 

can be registered on the monitor for ease of use with 

different attachments.

With enhanced visibility, particularly down the right hand 

side of all the new ZX-5 excavators, the operator can work 

in comfort and safety on the busiest construction sites. 

The monitor and door have been repositioned to enhance 

the view and also make access to and from the cab much 

easier. The rear-view camera offers a closer view of the 

counterweight to minimise the blind spot.

All ZX-5 models, have several features for easy 

maintenance to ensure high levels of availability. Access for 

cleaning and replacing consumable parts, such as filters, 

has also been made easier on the new models.

To view the new range visit: 
WWW.HCMA.COM.AU

“THE NEW 
ZX-5 RANGE 
DELIVERS 
PERFORMANCE, 
EFFICIENCY, 
RELIABILITY 
AND COMFORT.”
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WHETHER IT’S THE DELIVERY of a Jaundice Meter to 

Kingaroy Hospital, or a Youth Medical Cart to Bunbury 

Hospital, Hitachi Construction Machinery (Australia) Pty 

Ltd (HCA) is committed to supporting Humpty Dumpty’s 

activities as they strive to save the lives of children across 

Australia.

For the first time, HCA recently auctioned off five of 

their ultra-reliable mini excavators raising much needed 

funds for the Humpty Dumpty Foundation. A children’s 

charity that, for more than 25 years has been purchasing 

essential and often life-saving medical equipment for sick 

and injured children in Paediatric Wards, Neonatal Units, 

Maternity and Emergency Departments in hospitals across 

Australia.

Many suppliers of HCA jumped on board to assist in 

supporting Humpty and to make the online auction a 

success by providing discounted services. Hitachi Limited 

and Hitachi Power Tools donated a two-door fridge and 

a power tool pack to run a cross promotion for any 

customers who chose to bid, would in fact go in the draw 

to win one of two prizes. Hitachi Limited also donated 

$20,000 dollars to assist with promotion of the auction via 

varying channels, including radio and digital advertising. 

This advertising also provided the opportunity to promote 

the Humpty Dumpty Foundation and Hitachi brands.

All five winning bidders were then given the opportunity 

to attend the Humpty Dumpty Foundation’s Good Egg 

Luncheon held in Sydney on March 17th at the Four 

Seasons Hotel. “It is a very special thank you luncheon 

for those who have been great supporters in the previous 

year,” said Humpty’s General Manager Julie Abbott. 

Humpty recently celebrated a milestone in fundraising and 

look forward to continuing the efforts throughout this year. 

A RELATIONSHIP BUILT ON TRUST AND COMMITMENT TO RAISE AWARENESS FOR THE ONES 
WHO MATTER MOST

DIG DEEP FOR THE 
HUMPTY DUMPTY 
FOUNDATION

HOSPITAL DONATIONS
HOSPITAL STATE WARD DONATION

Wollongong Hospital NSW Children’s ward CP 150 ECG Machine

Sunshine Hospital Western Health VIC Special Care Nursery
Rad 7 Pulse Oximeter with 

Neonatal Sensor

Canberra Hospital ACT Paediatric Medical Ward
Rad 7 Pulse Oximeter with 

Paediatric Sensor

Blacktown Hospital NSW Newborn Care Unit Neopuff Resuscitation Device x 2

Frankston Hospital Peninsula 
Health

VIC Child & Adolescent Unit Airvo 2 with Battery Device

01. Lloyd Harries, 

auction winner 

of the Hitachi 

mini excavator 

ZX55U-5.

02. HCA staff 

with winner 

Lloyd and Julie 

Abbott, General 

Manager of the 

Humpty Dumpty 

Foundation.
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“2015 was our 25th year of fundraising. We have now 

provided medical equipment to 254 hospitals across the 

country,” said Julie.    

Over $25,000 was raised and donated to Humpty to 

purchase vital children’s medical equipment. In fact 

the winning bidders have been given input as to what 

equipment is purchased. Since the auction has wrapped 

up, five hospitals were selected from the home towns of 

the winning bidders, each hospital has received $5000 

towards much-needed equipment and now awaiting 

delivery.

In support of hospital visits and vital medical equipment 

donations, HCA is also driving fundraising efforts 

at industry tradeshows and exhibitions, as well as 

participation in the national events such as the Sydney 

City2Surf and Balmoral Burn.

The Balmoral Burn celebrated its 16th year running to 

test the fitness of all ages, raising much needed funds 

to purchase life-saving medical equipment for children’s 

hospitals. HCA entered two corporate teams, representing 

our Sydney branch and one from Head Office (CSG). 

Amongst the participants were Frank Gili, Robert Quinn, 

Doris Pongrac, Jean Harvey, Joe Meres, David Povse, 

Shane Powick and Dylan Parenzee. This year for the first 

time HCA also welcomed a corporate group from Hitachi 

Limited, including Anand Singh, Marie Lilleborgen, along 

with CFO Masaki Nakamura and Shun Nishino from the 

Global Mining Group. 

On Friday 27th May, two days before the big run a 

Sponsor’s Dinner was hosted whereby HCA bought another 

two pieces of equipment to be donated through the 

Humpty Dumpty Foundation, including an Airvo2 Humidifier 

for Auburn Hospital valued at $2,520 and a Rad7 Pulse 

Oximeter for Fairfield Hospital at $4,440. Over the past four 

years HCA has donated 60 items of medical equipment 

at locations all around Australia. If each piece only gets 

used once per week then each year we have potentially 

enriched and helped save the lives of over 3,000 children. 

Something we are sure that you would agree is worthwhile.

In total over the past year HCA have raised $297,500 in 

funds to support Humpty’s admiring work, we look forward 

to strengthening and continuing the relationship in years 

to come.

03. HCA and 

Hitachi Ltd staff 

at the Humpty 

Dumpty Balmoral 

Burn charity run.
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MERCHANDISE
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16
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1. Original Cap $11

Available in Hitachi, John Deere or Bell

2. John Deere Forestry Green Cap $11

Enzyme washed John Deere cap

3. John Deere Forestry Cap $11

Available in black, grey or pink

4. Beanie $6.50

Available in Hitachi or John Deere

5. Hitachi Grey Cap $11

Excavator emblem on rear. Velcro closure

6. Hitachi Flexfit™ Cap $27.50

Hitachi logo embroidered in black

7. John Deere Cap with Bottle Opener $15

John Deere cap in black with bottle opener

8. Travel Bag $75

Available in Hitachi or John Deere

9. Cooler Bag $25

Available in Hitachi or John Deere

10. Hitachi Beer Glass $19.50

510mL volume

11. Travel Mug $17

Available in Hitachi or John Deere

12. Stubby Coolers $5

Available in Hitachi or John Deere

13. Hitachi Coffee Mug $11

14. Callaway Golf Balls $4.50

Available in Hitachi or John Deere

15. Golf Umbrella $21.50

Available in Hitachi or John Deere

16. Gift Pen $17.50

Available in Hitachi or John Deere

17. Hitachi Pens $4.70

18. John Deere Brown Bucket Hat $12

19. Kids’ t-shirt $15

Available in Hitachi or John Deere

OUR MERCHANDISE RANGE includes Hitachi, 

Bell and John Deere construction and John Deere 

forestry branded products.

For merchandise orders, contact your local 

branch on 1300 HITACHI (1300 448 224).
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20. Ladies’ John Deere t-shirt $25

Available in Pink or Grey

21. Ladies’ Hitachi Pink Polo $30

22. Ladies’ Hitachi Pink Cap $11

Colour matched to form ensemble

23. Ladies’ John Deere Polo $30

24. Ladies’ John Deere Cap $11

Colour matched to form ensemble

25. Ladies’ Hitachi Blue Polo $30

26. Ladies’ Hitachi Blue Cap $11

Colour matched to form ensemble

27. Polar Fleece Jacket $80

Weatherproof with fleece lining
Available in Hitachi or Hitachi/Bell/John Deere
Note: Jacket now available in Ladies’ sizes

28. Three Way Jacket $110

Includes detachable black/hi-vis vest
Available in Hitachi or Hitachi/Bell/John Deere

29. Men’s John Deere t-shirt $25

Available in black or brown

30. Men’s Sports Polos $40

Cutting-edge design, available in
Hitachi or John Deere (styles differ)

31. Men’s Hitachi Black Cool Dry Polo $40

32. Men’s Hitachi Stone Cotton Drill $40

32
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EMPLOYEE PROFILE

JULIE HADEN 
ADMINISTRATION 
MANAGER, TOWNSVILLE
What do you like most about working for hitachi?
Being a valued member of the team in far North Queensland.

What was your first job?
Credit Clerk at Walton’s.

What are the major challenges of your role? 
Debt collecting and being one of the leaders in the WHS team for 

the Branch.

What would be your most notable achievement To-date? 
My progression from Cost Clerk in the Service department to 

management.

How would you describe yourself in three words?
Happy go lucky.

If you were stuck on an island, what 3 things would you take? 

With chocolate, a hat and Hugh Jackman!

Where is the most interesting place you have travelled? 
Peru and the Galapagos Islands.

If I were a superhero, I would be and why? 
Wonder Woman – A strong woman can achieve whatever she sets 

her mind to.

My life’s theme song is?
Wings beneath my wings – Bette Midler.

JokesJokes
Q. What do you call a fake 

noodle? 
A. An Impasta

Q. What happens if you eat yeast and shoe polish?A. Every morning you’ll rise and shine,

Q.What did one toilet say to the 
other?

A. You look a bit fl ushed.

Q. What do you call an alligator in a vest? 
A. An Investigator

All mixed up answers: 1.Skid Steer, 2. Excavator, 3. Dump 
Truck, 4. Dozer, 5. Wheel Loader, 6. Grader51 EMPLOYEE PROFILE51



In every Solutions issue, we’ve got 

some fun stuff for you including 

puzzles, spot-the-difference, 

colouring-in, crosswords and 

other cool activities.

Get a free t-shirt by sending us 

your drawings, jokes or pics to 

marketing@hcma.com.au, or 

to Solutions, Locked bag 213 

Wetherill Park NSW 1851, with 

your name, address and age.

HEY KIDS!

All mixed up!

Colour it in!

Shify is stuck again, his boss has given him some machines 
to fi x, but Shifty has mixed them all up!
Can you help him sort out his machines?

Some of our readers have been really busy and sent us in 
some of their fantastic drawings!

DSIK RTESE1

HLEWE DAOLRE5

PDUM KCTRU3 ZDERO4

GDARER6

CROTXEAVA2

Answers at the bottom of the page.

Xavier, 8yrs old

Brian, 5yrs old

Jasmine, 7yrs old
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HITACHI WHEEL LOADERS 

JUST GOT BIG

// 

Hitachi ZW-5 wheel loaders.

Big on fuel efficiency, operator comfort and reliability. With three of the biggest 

wheel loaders we’ve ever offered in Australia, the Hitachi ZW-5 family just got big.

Hitachi wheel loaders. Built to last.



CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCKS

MAKE MODEL PAYLOAD
kg

CAPACITY
m3 ENGINE DRY WEIGHT

kg
POWER

kW @ rpm

Bell B25E 24000 15.5 OM906LA 18910 205 @ 2200

Bell B30E 28000 18 OM926LA 19310 240 @ 2200

Bell B40E 39000 24.5 OM471LA 31787 380 @ 1700

Bell B45E 41000 26 OM471LA 31877 390 @ 1700

Bell B50E 45400 29 OM473LA 35299 430 @ 1700

BACKHOE LOADERS

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

DIG DEPTH
mm

DIG REACH
mm

BUCKET 
BREAKOUT kgf

BREAKOUT
DIPPER kgf

POWER
kW @ rpm

John Deere 310SL 4WD 8026 5490 6620 6780 3660 74 @ 2000

John Deere 315SL 4WD 8280 5350 6620 6780 3660 74 @ 2000

COMPACT TRACK LOADERS

MAKE MODEL OPERATING 
CAPACITY kg

WEIGHT
kg

WIDTH
(without bkt) mm

BUCKET 
BREAKOUT kN

HINGE PIN 
HEIGHT mm

POWER
kW @ rpm

FLOW
L/min

John Deere 319E 1394 4286 1820 26.71 3120 66 @ 2500 57

John Deere 323E 1634 4358 1910 31.16 3120 71 @ 2500 95

John Deere 329E 1884 5221 2050 45.97 3200 83 @ 2500 125

John Deere 333E 2145 5357 2050 61.77 3200 97 @ 2500 129

CRAWLER DOZERS

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg w/o ripper ENGINE TRANSMISSION DBAR PULL

(1km/h) kg
POWER

kW @ rpm
BLADE
WIDTH

John Deere 450J LT 7386 4045H HS 11400 57 @ 2200 2464

John Deere 750J LT 15602 6068H HS 24000 108 @ 2100 3296

John Deere 750J 14781 6068H HS 24000 108 @ 2100 3251

John Deere 850J LT 19512 6090HT HS 28000 138 @ 1800 3710

John Deere 850J 18219 6090HT HS 28000 138 @ 1800 3250

HYDRAULIC MINI EXCAVATORS

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

WIDTH
Blade mm

BUCKET
m3

DIG DEPTH
mm

BREAKOUT
kgf

POWER
hp @ rpm

FLOW
L/min

Hitachi ZAXIS 17U-5 1880 980 0.044 2190 1630 14.2 @ 2400 2 x 19.2

Hitachi ZAXIS 26U-5 2630 1550 0.08 2590 2270 19.4 @ 2500 2 x 30

Hitachi ZAXIS 33U-5 3510 1550 0.08 3130 2770 28.4 @ 2400 2 x 38.4

Hitachi ZAXIS 38U-5 3960 1740 0.11 3460 2760 28.4 @ 2400 2 x 38.4

Hitachi ZAXIS 48U-5 4790 1960 0.132 3630 3270 37.8 @ 2400 120

Hitachi ZAXIS 55U-5 5210 2000 0.132 3830 3760 37.8 @ 2400 120

Hitachi ZAXIS 65USB-5 6470 2000 0.182 4120 4190 45.7 @ 2000 144

Low profile / 

underground 

configurations and 

bare long chassis 

are also available.
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HYDRAULIC EXCAVATORS AND SHOVELS

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

BUCKET
m3

DIG DEPTH
mm

BREAKOUT
kgf

POWER
kW @ rpm

FLOW
L/min

Hitachi ZX75US-5 7200 0.28 4610 5600 35.9 @ 2000 2 x 72

Hitachi ZX75US-5 OFFSET 8350 0.28 4110 5600 35.9 @ 2000  2 x 72

Hitachi ZX85USB-5 8550 0.28 4510 5600 35.9 @ 2000 2 x 72

Hitachi ZX130-5 12800 0.5 5540 10605 73.4 @ 2000 2 x 117

Hitachi ZX135US-5 14400 0.5 5490 10605 73.4 @ 2000 2 x 117

Hitachi ZX140W-5 16600 0.5 5290 10605 90.2 @ 2200 2 x 117

Hitachi ZX160LC-5 16600 0.6 5980 11421 90.2 @ 2200 2 x 191

Hitachi ZX170W-5 19200 0.6 5720 11013 122 @ 2000 2 x 157

Hitachi ZX200-5 20300 0.8 6670 16111 122 @ 2000 2 x 212 + 1 x 189

Hitachi ZX210LC-5 20800 0.8 6670 16111 122 @ 2000 2 x 212 + 1 x 189

Hitachi ZH210LC-5 21200 0.8 6670 16111 122 @ 2000 2 x 212 + 1 x 189

Hitachi ZX225USLC-5 24300 0.8 6620 16111 122 @ 2000 2 x 212 + 1 x 189

Hitachi ZX250-5 24700 1 6960 19170 132 @ 2000 2 x 224 + 1 x 200

Hitachi ZX260LC-5 25400 1 6960 19170 132 @ 2000 2 x 224 + 1 x 200

Hitachi ZX290LC-5 28900 1.1 7220 20598 140 @ 2100 2 x 236 + 1 x 210

Hitachi ZX350-5 32700 1.4 7380 25085 202 @ 1900 2 x 288 + 1 x 260

Hitachi ZX350H-5 33400 1.4 7380 25085 202 @ 1900 2 x 288 + 1 x 260

Hitachi ZX360LC-5 34600 1.4 7380 25085 202 @ 1900 2 x 288 + 1 x 260

Hitachi ZX360LCH-5 35300 1.4 7380 25085 202 @ 1900 2 x 288 + 1 x 260

Hitachi ZX490LCH-5 49000 1.9 7760 30260 257 @ 2000 2 x 400

Hitachi ZX690LCH-5 69100 4 7140 37700 345 @ 1800 2 x 489

Hitachi ZX890LCH-5 85100 5 7140 48200 377 @ 1800 2 x 556

HYDRAULIC SPECIAL APPLICATION EXCAVATOR

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

BUCKET
m3

REACH
mm

DIG DEPTH
mm

POWER
kW @ rpm

FLOW
L/min

Hitachi ZX210LC-5 H15
Super Long Front 24000 0.5 15460 11940 122 @ 2000 2 x 212 + 1 x 189

Hitachi ZX260LC-5 H18
Super Long Front 28200 0.59 18290 14430 132 @ 2000 2 x 224 + 1 x 200

Hitachi ZX360LC-5 H20
Super Long Front 38200 0.59 20470 16050 202 @ 1900 2 x 288 + 1 x 260

Hitachi ZX210LC-5
Clamshell Telescopic Arm 27500 0.8 7450 21150 122 @ 2000 2 x 212 + 1 x 189

Hitachi ZX360LC-5
Clamshell Telescopic Arm 42750 1.3 8400 25000 202 @ 1900 2 x 288 + 1 x 260

Hitachi ZX135US-5
Short Reach Front 15400 0.65 4900 2770 73.4 @ 2000 2 x 117

Hitachi ZX360LC-5
High Reach Demolition 46900 - 12420 23040

(max pin height) 202 @ 1900 2 x 288 + 1 x 260

Hitachi ZX260LC-5
Material Handler 27900 - 12500 13700

(max pin height) 132 @ 2000 2 x 224 + 1 x 200

Hitachi ZX360LC-5
Material Handler 38400 - 14200 15700

(max pin height) 202 @ 1900 2 x 288 + 1 x 260
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MOTOR GRADERS

MODEL WEIGHT
kg

BLADE
mm ENGINE POWER

kW @ rpm
TORQUE

Nm @ rpm
MAX BLADE PULL

kg

 John Deere—Tandem Drive

670G / GP 19205 3660 6090H 116 – 145 @ 2100 1098 @ 900 12800

770G / GP 19396 4270 6090H 123 – 172 @ 2100 1227 @ 900 13150

 John Deere—Six Wheel Drive

672G / GP 19976 4270 6090H 127 – 145 @ 2100 1098 @ 900 19105

772G / GP 20217 4270 6090H 145 – 175 @ 2100 1288 @ 900 19595

872G / GP 21187 4876 6090H 160 – 205 @ 2100 1353 @ 1000 19849

SKID STEER LOADERS

MAKE MODEL OPERATING 
CAPACITY kg

WEIGHT
kg

WIDTH
(without bkt) mm

BUCKET 
BREAKOUT kN

HINGE PIN 
HEIGHT mm

POWER
kW @ rpm

FLOW
L/min

John Deere 315 749 2361 1500 15.0 2910 33.5 @ 2400 61

John Deere 318E 953 3178 1610 26.71 3050 49.4 @ 2500 68 - 95

John Deere 320E 1067 3246 1760 26.71 3090 49.4 @ 2500 76 - 106

John Deere 332E 1521 4363 1990 61.77 3230 72.0 @ 2500 95 - 144

WHEEL LOADERS  * Indicates models used for mining applications.

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

BUCKET
m3

BREAKOUT
kgf

STATIC TIP FULL 
TURN kg

POWER
kW @ rpm

DUMP HEIGHT
(45° dis.) mm

Hitachi ZW120 7970 1.3 – 1.5 8058 5090 73 @ 2100 2725

Hitachi ZW140-5 11220 2.0 9610 7720 113 @ 2200 2860

Hitachi ZW140-5 Tool Carrier 11990 1.9 10230 6650 113 @ 2200 2700

Hitachi ZW150-5 11980 2.5 9810 8330 113 @ 2200 2810

Hitachi ZW150-5 Tool Carrier 13050 2.1 10900 7630 113 @ 2200 2800

Hitachi ZW180-5 15000 3.0 11600 10900 126 @ 2000 2760

Hitachi ZW180-5 Tool Carrier 15610 2.8 11000 9180 126 @ 2000 2690

Hitachi ZW220-5 18190 3.4 14590 13350 145 @ 1900 2870

Hitachi ZW250-5 20530 4.0 15810 14680 180 @ 2000 2890

Hitachi ZW310-5 * 25200 4.5 20200 16670 213 @ 1800 3085

Hitachi ZW330-5 * 27460 5.0 20800 18430 213 @ 1800 3190

Hitachi ZW370-5 * 35600 5.6 - 6.9 24790 22140 289 @ 1800 3310

Hitachi ZW550-5 * 47210 6.2 - 7.2 41600 28740 396 @ 1800 3590

John Deere 444K Z-Bar 11203 1.5 – 1.9 7970 8047 95 @ 2100 2670

John Deere 444K Powerllel 12242 1.5 – 1.9 6700 6434 95 @ 2100 2650

John Deere 544K Z-Bar 12982 1.9 – 2.3 10864 9479 125 @ 1900 2820

John Deere 544K Powerllel 13965 1.9 – 2.3 8929 7802 125 @ 1900 2740

John Deere 624K Z-Bar 15483 2.3 – 2.7 12821 11979 147 @ 1800 2860

John Deere 624K Powerllel 16905 2.3 – 2.7 10759 9348 147 @ 1800 2700

John Deere 644K Z-Bar 18333 3.1 - 3.3 15378 12879 173 @ 1700 2910

John Deere 644K Powerllel 19966 3.1 - 3.3 12029 11051 173 @ 1700 2790

John Deere 724K Z-Bar 19264 3.6 14398 14132 197 @ 1800 2840

John Deere 744K II Z-Bar * 24346 4 19416 16946 227 @ 1500 3040

John Deere 824K II Z-Bar * 26501 4.6 18718 17481 248 @ 1600 3190

John Deere 844K II Z-Bar * 34152 5.5 21674 22094 283 @ 1600 3320
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FORESTRY SPECIFICATIONS
CRAWLER DOZERS

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg w/o ripper ENGINE TRANSMISSION DBAR PULL

(1km/h) kg
POWER

kW @ rpm
BLADE
WIDTH

John Deere 450J LT 7386 4045H HS 11400 57 @ 2200 2464

John Deere 750J LT 15602 6068H HS 24000 108 @ 2100 3296

John Deere 750J 14781 6068H HS 24000 108 @ 2100 3251

John Deere 850J LT 19512 6090HT HS 28000 138 @ 1800 3710

John Deere 850J 18219 6090HT HS 28000 138 @ 1800 3250

FORWARDERS

MAKE MODEL POWER
kW

REACH
m

BUNK CAPACITY 
kg

CAB ROTATION
°

FORWARD/
REAR TILT °

SIDE TILT
°

John Deere 1510E 145 7.2 / 8.5 15000 290 6 10

John Deere 1910E 186 7.2 / 8.5 19000 290 6 10

LOG SKIDDERS - GRAPPLE Also available in Cable variants

MAKE MODEL POWER
kW @ rpm

WHEELBASE
mm

ARCH
TYPE

GRAPPLE AREA
m2 SPEEDS

John Deere 648L 157 @ 1800 3680 Dual 1.24 6F / 6R

John Deere 848L 198 @ 1800 3975 Dual 1.77 6F / 6R

John Deere 948L 210 @ 1800 3975 Dual 2.07 6F / 6R

SWING MACHINES

MAKE MODEL POWER
kW

SWING TORQUE 
(ft-lbs)

DRAWBAR PULL 
(lb)

WEIGHT 
(less attachment) kg

John Deere 2154D 119 54857 49900 25744*

John Deere 2454D 145 56896 56075 31313*

John Deere 2954D 145 81950 67929 33450*

John Deere 3754D 220 109500 81950 45110**

TRACKED FELLER BUNCHERS 

MAKE MODEL POWER
kW

WEIGHT
(less head) kg

FELLING
HEAD

CUT DIAMETER 
mm

ROTATION
°

John Deere 803M 224 28250 FR21B 545 302

John Deere 853M 224 30170 FR21B 545 302

John Deere 859M 224 34570 FR21B 545 302

John Deere 903M 224 31590 FR22B 559 310

MAKE MODEL POWER
kW

WEIGHT
kg

FELLING
HEAD

CUT DIAMETER 
mm

ROTATION
°

John Deere 909M 224 36660 FR22B 559 312

John Deere 953M 246 33210 FR24B 622 310

John Deere 959M 246 37740 FR24B 622 310

*Processor configuration

** Log Loader configuration
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TRACKED HARVESTERS These tracked carriers can also be fitted with other makes and models of harvesting head of a similar class. 

MAKE MODEL POWER
kW

REACH
m PROCESSOR CUT DIAMETER

mm
WEIGHT

(less head) kg

John Deere 803MH 224 8.84 HTH616C 550 28150

John Deere 853MH 224 8.84 HTH622B 750 30070

John Deere 859MH 224 8.84 HTH623C 750 34490

John Deere 903MH 224 9.12 HTH624C 810 31420

John Deere 909MH 224 9.12 HTH624C 810 36490

WHEELED HARVESTERS

MAKE MODEL POWER
kW

WEIGHT
kg

FELLING
HEAD

REACH
m

CAB ROTATION
°

FORWARD/
REAR TILT °

SIDE TILT
°

John Deere 1270E 170 20250 H480 10 160 9 17

John Deere 1470E 190 21250 H290 8.6 160 9 17

EXCAVATORS

MAKE MODEL POWER
kW

SWING TORQUE
kgfm

DRAWBAR PULL
kgf

WEIGHT
(LESS ATTACHMENT) kg

FLOW
L/min

Hitachi ZX250L-5 132 7900 25100 27400 2 x 223

Hitachi ZX290L-5 132 9200 30400 29900 2 x 236

Hitachi ZX400L-5 184 12200 32800 36500 2 x 279

WHEEL LOADERS  Specifications are listed under ‘Construction.’ Wheel Loaders listed can all be fitted with log grabs.

MINING SPECIFICATIONS
HYDRAULIC EXCAVATORS

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

BUCKET
m3

DIG DEPTH
mm

BREAKOUT
kgf

POWER
kW @ rpm

FLOW
L/min

Hitachi ZAXIS 870H-3 82400 4.3 7140 48200 397 @ 1800 2 x 528

Hitachi EX1200-6 112000 6.7 8050 58000 567 @ 1800 3 x 520

Hitachi EX1900-6 192000 12.0 8180 68400 810 @ 1800 6 x 335

Hitachi EX2600-6 254000 17.0 8250 84600 1119 @ 1800 4 x 375 / 2 x 425

Hitachi EX3600-6 359000 22.0 8630 107000 1450 @ 1800 8 x 500

Hitachi EX5600-6 537000 34.0 8800 151000 2 x 1119 @ 1800 8 x 375 / 4 x 425 

Hitachi EX8000-6 837000 45.0 8400 206000 2 x 1450 @ 1800 16 x 500

HYDRAULIC SHOVELS

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

BUCKET
m3

REACH
mm

BREAKOUT
kgf

POWER
kW @ rpm

FLOW
L/min

Hitachi EX1200-6 114000 6.5 11500 72300 567 @ 1650 3 x 520

Hitachi EX1900-6 191000 11.0 13430 76900 810 @ 1800 6 x 335

Hitachi EX2600-6 252000 15.0 14060 96200 1119 @ 1800 4 x 375 / 2 x 425

Hitachi EX3600-6 362000 21.0 15470 119000 1450 @ 1800 8 x 500
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MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

BUCKET
m3

REACH
mm

BREAKOUT
kgf

POWER
kW @ rpm

FLOW
L/min

Hitachi EX5600-6 533000 29.0 17000 162000 2 x 1119 @ 1800 8 x 375 / 4 x 425 

Hitachi EX8000-6 825000 43.0 18500 227000 2 x 1450 @ 1800 16 x 500

RIGID FRAME DUMP TRUCKS

MAKE MODEL PAYLOAD
kg

TYRE
SIZE

LOAD HEIGHT
mm

MAX SPEED
km / h

POWER
kW @ rpm DRIVE

Hitachi EH1100-5 63500 24.00R35 3960 58.2 567 @ 2100 Auto PS

Hitachi EH1700-3 95200 27.00R49 4260 55.7 783 @ 2100 Auto PS

Hitachi EH3500AC-3 181000 37.00R57 5740 56 1491 @ 1900 AC

Hitachi EH4000AC-3 221000 46 / 90R57 6130 56 1864 @ 1900 AC

Hitachi EH5000AC-3 296000 53 / 80R63 6750 56 2125 @ 1900 AC

WHEEL LOADERS  Specifications listed under ‘Construction.

COMPACTION EQUIPMENT
RAMMERS

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

RAMMING
SHOE (W) mm

RAMMING
SHOE (L) mm

IMPACT FORCE
kN/blow ENGINE MODEL ENGINE OUTPUT 

kW (hp)

Hitachi ZV55R 63 250 335 16 – 28 Subaru EH09-2F 1.5 (2.0)

Hitachi ZV65R 65 250 335 20 – 36 Subaru EH09-2F 1.5 (2.0)

Hitachi ZV75R 79 280 335 24 – 43 Subaru EH12-2D 2.1 (2.8)

VIBRATORY PLATES

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

BASE PLATE 
(W) mm

BASE PLATE 
(L) mm

CENTRIFUGAL 
FORCE kN (kgf) ENGINE MODEL ENGINE OUTPUT 

kW/min-1 (hp/rpm)

Hitachi ZV40PF 49 300 480 7.5 (760) Subaru EH09-2D 1.5/3600 (2.0/3600)

Hitachi ZV60PF 69 360 520 10.2 (1040) Subaru EX13D 2.2/3600 (2.9/3600)

Hitachi ZV80P 89 485 480 17.6 (1790) Subaru EX17D 2.9/3600 (3.9/3600)

REVERSIBLE VIBRATORY PLATES

MAKE MODEL WEIGHT
kg

BASE PLATE 
(W) mm

BASE PLATE 
(L) mm

CENTRIFUGAL 
FORCE kN (kgf) ENGINE MODEL ENGINE OUTPUT 

kW/min-1 (hp/rpm)

Hitachi ZV250PR-G 260 500 700 38 (3880) Subaru EX21 3.7/3600 (5.0/3600)

Hitachi ZV250PR-D 270 500 700 38 (3880) Yanmar L48N 3.1/3600 (4.2/3600)

Hitachi ZV350PR-DE 350 450 (600) 950 46 (4690) Yanmar L70V 4.3/3600 (5.8/3600)
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Introducing the new ZAXIS-5 Series 

range of excavators from Hitachi.

You asked and we delivered. With superior 

operator comfort, new levels of efficiency, 

reliability and power. The new range of 

features leads to exceptional productivity.

You might get a little obsessed yourself.

WE
MADE IT
OUR
OBSESSION

// 



OUR BRANCHES//

  Sydney Corporate Support Group
Bldg 3, 1 Foundation Pl, Greystanes, NSW 2145
P 02 8863 4800 F 02 8863 4899

  Brisbane Corporate Support Group
121 Coulson St, Wacol, QLD 4076
P 07 3423 5600 F 07 3423 5699 

  Adelaide
Cnr Port Wakefield & Churchill Rd North,
Cavan, SA 5094
P 08 8360 5300 F 08 8260 6580

  Albury
3 Reiff St, Lavington, NSW 2641
P 02 6025 5156 F 02 6025 7587

  Brisbane
539 Boundary Rd, Archerfield, QLD 4108
P 07 3276 4500 F 07 3216 7866

  Bunbury
22 Shanahan Rd, Bunbury, WA 6230
P 08 9724 8300 F 08 9725 7581

  Canberra
Unit 15, 157-161 Gladstone St,
Fyshwick, ACT 2609
P 02 6239 1409 F 02 6239 1782

  Dalby
17728 Warrego Hwy, Dalby, QLD 4405
P 07 4669 6712 F 07 4669 7445

  Darwin
20 Verrinder Rd, Berrimah, NT 0828
P 08 8942 7800 F 08 8942 7899

  Emerald
56 Gregory Hwy, Emerald, QLD 4720
P 07 4980 6800 F 07 4987 6379

  Gunnedah
999 Hoad Lane, Boggabri, NSW 2382
P 02 6743 4654

  Kalgoorlie
48-50 Percy Rd, West Kalgoorlie, WA 6430
P 08 9025 2400 F 08 9025 2499

  Launceston
9-15 Pembury Pl, Rocherlea, TAS 7248
P 03 6326 3435 F 03 6326 5916

  Mackay
12-20 Southgate Dr, Mackay, QLD 4740
P 07 4952 6800 F 07 4952 6900

  Melbourne
240-248 Frankston-Dandenong Rd,
Dandenong South, VIC 3175
P 03 9791 6666 F 03 9791 8114

  Mt. Isa
135 Duchess Rd, Mt Isa, QLD 4825
P 07 4749 4966 F 07 4749 5972

  Muswellbrook
27-35 Thomas Mitchell Dr,
Muswellbrook, NSW 2333
P 02 6541 6300 F 02 6541 6399

  Newcastle
1 Balook Dr, Beresfield, NSW 2322
P 02 4964 4550 F 02 4966 8021

  Perth
107 Allen Road, Forrestdale, WA 6112
P 08 9234 9800 F 08 9234 9990

  Port Hedland
1/119 Iron Ore St, Wedgefield, WA 6721
P 08 9172 6800 F 08 9172 6899

  Somerton
130 Hume Hwy, Somerton, VIC 3062
P 03 9303 6700 F 03 9303 6799

  Sydney
51 Milperra Rd, Revesby, NSW 2212
P 02 9780 6900 F 02 9780 6999

  Tom Price
32 Boonderoo Rd, Tom Price, WA 6751
P 08 9188 1470 F 08 9188 1774

  Townsville
22-24 Duckworth St, Townsville, QLD 4814
P 07 4727 5100 F 07 4727 5199

  Whyalla
8 Oborn St, Whyalla Norrie, SA 5608
P 08 8360 5300 F 08 8260 6580


